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	PHP Objects, Patterns and Practice, Third Edition, 9781430229254 (143022925X), Apress, 2010

	This book takes you beyond the PHP basics to the enterprise development practices used by professional programmers. Updated for PHP 5.3 with new sections on closures, namespaces, and continuous integration, this edition will teach you about object features such as abstract classes, reflection, interfaces, and error handling. You’ll also discover object tools to help you learn more about your classes, objects, and methods.


	Then you’ll move into design patterns and the principles that make patterns powerful. You’ll learn both classic design patterns and enterprise and database patterns with easy-to-follow examples.


	Finally, you’ll discover how to put it all into practice to help turn great code into successful projects. You’ll learn how to manage multiple developers with Subversion, and how to build and install using Phing and PEAR. You’ll also learn strategies for automated testing and building, including continuous integration.


	Taken together, these three elements—object fundamentals, design principles, and best practices—will help you develop elegant and rock-solid systems.


	What you’ll learn

	
		Learn to work with object fundamentals: writing classes and methods, instantiating objects, and creating powerful class hierarchies using inheritance.
	
		Master advanced object-oriented features, including static methods and properties.
	
		Learn how to manage error conditions with exceptions, and create abstract classes and interfaces.
	
		Understand and use design principles to deploy objects and classes effectively in your projects.
	
		Learn about design patterns, their purpose and structure, and the underlying principles that govern them.
	
		Discover a set of powerful patterns that you can deploy in your own projects.
	
		Learn about the tools and practices that can guarantee a successful project including unit testing; version control; build, installation, and package management; and continuous integration.



	Who this book is for


	This book is suitable for anyone with at least a basic knowledge of PHP who wants to use its object-oriented features in their projects.


	Those who already know their interfaces from their abstracts may well still find it hard to use these features in their projects. These users will benefit from the book’s emphasis on design. They will learn how to choose and combine the participants of a system, how to read design patterns, and how to use them in their code.


	Finally, this book is for PHP coders who want to learn about the practices and tools (version control, testing, continuous integration, etc.) that can make projects safe, elegant, and stable.
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Cabling: The Complete Guide to Copper and Fiber-Optic NetworkingSybex, 2009
Two books in one! Complete coverage of data cabling and fiber optics makes this the most comprehensive cabling book on the market

With the growing demand for fiber optics in large-scale communications networks, network professionals need complete, up-to-the-minute information. The fourth edition of this popular guide provides you with...


		

Catalyst 5.8: the Perl MVC FrameworkPackt Publishing, 2010

	Many web applications are implemented in a way that makes developing them difficult and repetitive. Catalyst is an open source Perl-based Model-View-Controller framework that aims to solve this problem by reorganizing your web application to design and implement it in a natural, maintainable, and testable manner, making web development fun,...


		

Microsoft Expression Web Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2007
Microsoft Expression Web is the newest Web editing and management application from Microsoft. It is a professional design tool used to create modern, standards-based sites that deliver superior quality on the Web. Expression Web also holds the distinction of being the replacement for Microsoft Office FrontPage, a long-lived and very popular Web...




	

Arduino EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Enter the world of Arduino and its peripherals and start creating interesting projects


	About This Book

	
		Meet Arduino and its main components and understand how they work to use them in your real-world projects
	
		Assemble circuits using the most common electronic devices such as LEDs,...



		

Applied Data MiningCRC Press, 2013

	
		Data mining has witnessed substantial advances in recent decades. New research questions and practical challenges have arisen from emerging areas and applications within the various fields closely related to human daily life, e.g. social media and social networking. This book aims to bridge the gap between traditional data mining and...



		

Swift iOS 24-Hour TrainerWrox Press, 2016

	Jump into the app development world with confidence!


	iOS Swift 24-Hour Trainer combines book and video lessons in Apple's Swift programming language to prepare you to build iPhone and iPad apps—and distribute them through the Appstore. First, this approachable text covers the fundamentals of Swift by...
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